
 

Pockets & Peekers Instructions 

Pocket Iron on instructions: 

 Garment should be clean and freshly laundered (including new). 

 Remove paper backing from the pocket and discard. 

 Pre-heat iron to cotton setting. 

 Iron area of fabric where pocket will be placed to get wrinkles out. 

 Working on a flat surface, place pocket in position with adhesive side down, fabric facing up. 

 Press hot iron firmly on pocket for at least 30 seconds, making sure you cover the  entire outer 

edge of the pocket where the adhesive is. 

 Test Edges and if they lift, repeat previous step until pocket is adhered to fabric. 

 Do not use on fabrics that cannot be ironed such as nylon, vinyl, or leather. 

Peeker Iron on instructions: 

 Garment should be clean and freshly laundered (including new). 

 Pre-heat iron to highest setting without using steam. 

 Iron area of fabric where pocket will be placed to get wrinkles out. 

 Working on a flat surface, place peeker in position shiny side facing up. 

 Cover transfer with a press cloth and press hot iron firmly on transfer for 30 seconds.   Test by 

slowly peeling transfer sheet away while still hot.   If design has not adhered repeat previous 

step. 

Helpful Hints 

 If using both a pocket and a peeker, the peeker goes on first. Then when you place the pocket, 

make sure you iron over the edges of the pocket only. Do not iron directly over the peeker.  

 Use a thin press cloth when ironing on the peeker (we just used a piece of cotton) 

 If they have trouble getting the peeker to adhere their press cloth may be too thick  

 Keep the iron moving and check it periodically for adhering.  

 Sometimes it may take longer than the directions state, just keep checking 


